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Weak measurement is an important technique for detecting the tiny spin-dependent splitting in photonic spin
Hall effect. The weak measurement is only valid when the probe wavefunction remains almost undisturbed
during the procedure of measurements. However, it does not always satisfy such condition in some practical
situations, such as in the strong-coupling regime or the preselected and postselected states are nearly orthogonal.
In this paper, we develop a modified weak measurement for detecting photonic spin Hall effect when the probe
wavefunction is distorted. We find that the measuring procedure with preselected and postselected ensembles is
still effective. This scheme is important for us to detect the photonic spin Hall effect in the case where neither
weak nor strong measurements can detect the spin-dependent splitting. The modified theory is valid not only
in weak-coupling regime but also in the strong-coupling regime, and especially in the intermediate regime. The
theoretical models of conventional weak measurements and modified weak measurements are established and
compared. We show that the experimental results coincide well with the predictions of the modified theory.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ta, 42.25.-p, 42.25.Hz
I. INTRODUCTION
Weak measurements as an extension of quantum measure-
ments were first introduced by Aharonov, Albert, and Vaid-
man [1]. In quantum measurements, the observable of system
couples a probe state with a pointer whose value can be read
out by a meter. In general, the conventional quantum mea-
surements involve in a process of strong coupling with the
probe wavefunction is distorted. Weak measurements suggest
that the coupling between the observable and the probe state
is weak and the probe wavefunction remains almost undis-
turbed. The weak value of an observable ˆA outside the eigen-
value spectrum can be obtained and the results are much larger
than any eigenvalues of the quantum system. It is shown that
the weak value Aw can be formed as a simple expression
Aw =
〈ψ f | ˆA|ψi〉
〈ψ f |ψi〉
, (1)
in which |ψi〉 and |ψ f 〉 are the preselected and postselected
states, respectively [1–4]. Indeed, the weak measurements
have become a useful tool for high-precision measurements
of small physical parameters, such as single-photon tunnel-
ing time [5], deflections of light beam [6], phase shift [7],
frequency shift [8], single-photon nonlinearity [9], high-
resolution phase estimation [10], and angular rotations [11].
In addition, it also assists us in researching fundamen-
tal questions of quantum mechanics such as single pho-
ton’s polarization[12], Hardy’s Paradox [13], photon trajec-
tories [14], Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle [15], quantum
polarization state [16], direct measurement of the quantum
wavefunction [17, 18], high-dimensional state vector [19], and
quantum Cheshire cat [20, 21].
As one of important applications, Hosten and Kwiat de-
velop a weak measurement to detect a tiny spin-dependent
splitting in photonic spin Hall effect (SHE) [22]. Such an ef-
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fect is attributed to spin-orbit interaction and implied by an-
gular momentum conservation [23, 24]. In the procedure of
weak measurements, the quantum system is first preselected
as a initial state. Then the observable is very weekly cou-
pled the pointer state. Finally, the pointer position is recorded
when the quantum system is postselected in a final state. Weak
measurements are valid only in the regime of weak coupling
between the observable and the probe state [25]. However,
it does not always satisfy such condition in some practical
situations. The conventional weak measurements should be
modified if the coupling strength is not weak enough [26–
31]. In addition, when the |ψi〉 and |ψ f 〉 are nearly orthogonal,
〈ψ f |ψi〉 → 0, the weak value Aw can become arbitrary large.
In fact, the weak value Aw should be modified in this situa-
tion [32–35]. Note that the probe wavefunction is distorted
in these two cases, and neither conventional weak nor strong
measurements can detect the spin-dependent splitting in pho-
tonic SHE.
In this paper, we develop a modified weak measurement for
detecting photonic SHE when the probe wavefunction is dis-
torted. We consider two possible cases leading to the distor-
tion in the process of measurements: one is due to the strong
coupling, the other to the preselected and postselected states
are nearly orthogonal. We find that the measuring procedure
with preselected and postselected ensembles is still effective
when the probe wavefunction is strongly distorted. The pa-
per is organized as follows: In Sec. II, both the conventional
and the modified weak measurements for detecting the pho-
tonic SHE are established. Subsequently, the evolution of the
wavefunction with different preselected and preselected states
in the weak measurements is analyzed in detail. In Sec. III,
the experimental and theoretical results are compared and dis-
cussed. In contrast to the value of the conventional theory, our
experimental data agree well with the modified theory. In Sec.
IV, a summary is given.
2II. THEORETICAL MODEL
In this section, we develop a modified theoretical model
of the weak measurements for detecting photonic SHE. As a
comparison, the conventional weak measurements are also re-
viewed. In quantum system of the weak measurements, an ini-
tial state is first prepared. After the system is weakly coupled
with measuring device, the observable ˆA undergos a separate
degree which is interpreted as a meter. Then we read out the
information from it when the postselected state is performed.
Here, the transverse spatial distribution of light is used as a
meter and the observable is σˆ3. For simplicity, we only con-
sider the preselected states |H〉 and |V〉. With spin basis |+〉
and |−〉, we have the expressions |H〉 = (|+〉 + |−〉)/√2 and
|V〉 = i(|−〉 − |+〉)/√2. As an example, we consider the pho-
tonic SHE in reflection at air-glass interface. To start, in our
weak measurements, the initial state |H〉 is first preselected.
We only consider the packet spatial extent in y direction, and
the total wavefunction can be written as
|ψinitial〉 =
∫
dyψ(y)|y〉|ψi〉 =
∫
dkyφ(ky)|ky〉|ψi〉
=
∫
dkyφ(ky)|ky〉|H〉, (2)
where φ(ky) is the Fourier transform of ψ(y). We assume that
φ(ky) is Gaussian spatial distribution here. At the interface the
light beam separates into two wave packets of orthogonal spin
states [36]
|ky〉|H〉 → |ky〉(|H〉 − kyδH |V〉)
= |ky〉[exp(+ikyδH)|+〉 + exp(−ikyδH)|−〉]/
√
2, (3)
where δH is given by
δH =
(rp + rs) cot θi
k0rp
. (4)
Here, rp and rs represent the Fresnel reflection coefficients
for parallel and perpendicular polarizations, respectively. θi
denotes the incident angle and zr is the Rayleigh length.
Taking the interaction Hamiltonian ˆH = ky ˆAδH into account
on reflection, the initial state becomes
|ψ′〉 =
∫
dkyφ(ky)|ky〉 exp(−iky ˆAδH)|ψi〉. (5)
In the weak measurements of photonic SHE, the meter states
corresponding to observable states |+〉 and |−〉 remain overlap.
That is |δH | ≪ w, in which w is the width of the wavefunction.
Under such condition, we expand the operator exp(−iky ˆAδH)
as 1 − iky ˆAδH . Therefore,
|ψ′〉 ≈
∫
dkyφ(ky)|ky〉|ψi〉 − iδH
∫
dkyφ(ky)ky|ky〉 ˆA|ψi〉. (6)
With the relation of Eqs. (5) and (6), the meter state after
postselection evolves as
〈ψ f |ψ′〉 = 〈ψ f |
{∫
dkyφ(ky)|ky〉 exp(−iky ˆAδH)|ψi〉
}
≈ 〈ψ f |ψi〉
∫
dkyφ(ky)|ky〉
1 − ikyδH 〈ψ f | ˆA|ψi〉〈ψ f |ψi〉

= 〈ψ f |ψi〉
∫
dkyφ(ky)|ky〉[1 − ikyδHAw]
≈ 〈ψ f |ψi〉
∫
dkyφ(ky)|ky〉e−ikyδH Aw
= 〈ψ f |ψi〉
∫
dyψ(y − δHAw)|y〉, (7)
where Aw =
〈ψ f | ˆA|ψi〉
〈ψ f |ψi〉 is the conventional formalism of the weak
value which is the same as Eq. (1). From the restrictions
pointed out in [2], the validity of above calculation requires
|δH Aw| ≪ w (8)
and
|δH |/w ≪ min
n=2,3,...
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈ψ f | ˆA|ψi〉
〈ψ f | ˆAn|ψi〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1/(n−1)
. (9)
The preselected state |ψi〉 here is the pure polarization state
|H〉 and the postselected state is |ψ f 〉 = |V + ∆〉, in which ∆ is
referred to as the postselected angle. That is
|ψi〉 = |H〉, (10)
|ψ f 〉 = sin(−∆)|H〉 + cos(∆)|V〉. (11)
In the spin basis, they become
|ψi〉 =
1√
2
(|+〉 + |−〉), (12)
|ψ f 〉 = −
i√
2
(e−i∆|+〉 − e+i∆|−〉). (13)
The operator ˆA between these two states is σˆ3 since we deal
with the left- and right-handed circularly polarization basis.
By calculating the matrix elements, we obtain the weak value:
Aw =
〈ψ f |σˆ3|ψi〉
〈ψ f |ψi〉
= −i cot∆, (14)
and from Eqs. (8) and (9), the results is valid if
|δH |/w ≪ min[tan∆, cot∆]. (15)
In general, the weak value is a complex number of which the
real and imaginary parts correspond to the shifts of the po-
sition and momentum in the wavefunction, respectively [37].
It is manifested experimentally in the plasmonic spin Hall ef-
fect [38]. Here, the pure imaginary weak value Aw converts
the position displacements δH into a momentum shift [22, 39].
The significance of weak value is also attempted to be further
understood in recent works [40–44].
We next consider the free evolution of the wavefunction be-
fore detection. The displacement of the meter can be describe
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Schematic of quantum measurements with
preselected and postselected ensembles when probe wavefunction is
undisturbed (a) or distorted (b) and (c). System is preselected an
initial state |ψi〉 and its wavefunction exhibits a Gaussian profile. Af-
ter weak coupling with the system, the wavefunction splits into two
spin components(red dotted line and blue dotted line, respectively).
+δ and −δ represent the transverse shifts of left- and right-circularly
polarized components, respectively. Then we get the final pointer po-
sition proportional to Awδ after postselection. The green solid lines
indicate the total wave shapes. (a) The profile of wavefunction is
always Gaussian in the procedure of weak measurement. The con-
ventional weak measurements are valid in this case. (b) The pro-
file of probe wavefunction is distorted in strong coupling, where the
displacement exhibits a magnitude on the order of the beam width
δ ≈ w. (c) The other case of the distortion of the probe wavefunc-
tion. It occurs when the preselected and postselected states are nearly
orthogonal. The conventional weak measurements are invalid and the
modified theory should be developed in the latter two cases.
as AHconw = F |Aw| in which the factor F depends on the meter
state and free evolution [45]. At any given plane z, the free
evolution factor is given by F = z/zr , so we finally obtain the
amplified shift of the conventional theory as
AHconw δH = F |Aw|δH
=
z(rp + rs) cot θi cot∆
zrk0rp
, (16)
where AHconw is also defined as the conventional amplified fac-
tor here. Equation (16) suggests that in conventional theory,
the amplified shift, as well as the amplified factor AHconw , is
proportional to the absolute value of the weak value.
We now consider the preselected state of |V〉. In a similar
way we get the same weak value of the observable Aw. So we
have the amplified factor of the initial state |V〉 as
AVconw = AHconw = F |Aw| =
z
zr
cot∆. (17)
In this case, the original transverse shift is [46]
δV =
(rp + rs) cot θi
k0rs
, (18)
and the final amplified shift after free propagation is obtained
as
AVconw δV =
z(rp + rs) cot θi cot∆
zrk0rs
. (19)
From the above analysis, it should be noted that the con-
ditions to obtain the weak value of conventional formalism
are too strict. In the experiment of the photonic SHE, if prese-
lected and postselected states are nearly orthogonal, indicating
〈ψ f |ψi〉 → 0, the Aw is very large. Thus, the approximations
in Eq. (7) is invalid: [1 − ikyδH,V Aw] ≇ e−ikyδH,V Aw . On the
other hand, supposing that the preselected state |H〉 is incident
near the Brewster angle, the operator exp(−iky ˆAδH) cannot be
expanded as 1 − iky ˆAδH due to the strong coupling [47–50].
Therefore, the weak value Aw in Eq. (7) is inaccurate if one of
the conditions is not satisfied. In fact, the two approximations
above require the restriction δH,V cot∆ ≪ w from Eq. (15).
We next calculate the final state of the meter in Eq. (7) to
second order:
|φ′〉 = 〈ψ f |ψ
′〉
= 〈ψ f |

∫
dkyφ(ky)|ky〉
1 − ikyδ ˆA − k
2
yδ
2
2
ˆA2 + · · ·
 |ψi〉

≈ 〈ψ f |ψi〉
∫
dkyφ(ky)|ky〉
1 − ikyδAw − k
2
yδ
2
2
A2w
 , (20)
where A2w =
〈ψ f | ˆA2|ψi〉
〈ψ f |ψi〉 is the second-order weak value and δ
is the transverse shift δH or δV . The expectation value of the
position is written as
〈y〉 = 〈φ
′ |y|φ′〉
〈φ′ |φ′〉
= − 2w
2δ(2w2 + δ2)Re(Aw)
4w2 + 3δ4 + 4w2δ2(|Aw|2 − 1) , (21)
with the property ˆA2 = 1. Here, the Aw is imaginary
and therefore we consider the particular form of φ(ky) with
the effective propagation distance z: φ(ky) → φz(ky) =
φ(ky)exp
(
−i k
2
y
2k0 z
)
[22]. Then we can recalculate the position
of second-order theory as
〈y〉2nd =
4zδ(3δ2 − 2w2)|Aw|
k0(4w4 + 3δ4 + 4w2δ2(|Aw|2 − 1)) . (22)
In the following, we consider the modified theory without
approximation. The measuring procedure with preselected
and postselected ensembles is still effective in the modified
weak measurements. For the preselected state |H〉, the wave
vector kx should be reconsidered when the wave packet inci-
dent near the Brewster angle. The evolution in the state after
4reflection can be written as
|kx,y〉|H〉 → |kx,y〉|ϕ〉
= |kx,y〉
[(
rp −
kx
k0
χ
)
|H〉 − kyrpδH |V〉
]
= |kx,y〉
∑
+,−
1√
2
(
rp −
kx
k0
χ ± ikyrpδH
)
|±〉
→ |y〉
∑
+,−
(y ∓ δHmod )|±〉, (23)
where δHmod is defined as the original transverse shift and is
given by
δHmod =
2rpzr(rp + rs) cot θi
2k0r2pzr + χ2
, (24)
and χ = ∂rp/∂θi. So the meter state can be described as
|ψ′〉 =
∫
dkxdkyφz(kx,y)|kx,y〉|ϕ〉. (25)
Subsequently, combine Eq. (11) with Eq. (25), the final meter
state becomes
|φ′〉 = 〈ψ f |ψ
′〉
=
∫
dkxdkyφz(kx,y)|kx,y〉
[(
kx
k0
χ − rp
)
sin∆ − kyrpδH cos∆
]
.
(26)
The expectation value of the pointer observable y, also re-
ferred to as modified amplified shift, is obtained as
〈yH〉 = AHmodw δHmod =
〈φ′ |y|φ′〉
〈φ′ |φ′〉
=
z[2k0rpzr(rp + rs) + χ2] sin(2∆) cot θi
2k0zr(rp + rs)2 cos2 ∆ cot2 θi + 4k20r2pz2r sin2 ∆
. (27)
As the preselected state |V〉, because the coupling is always
weak, it still becomes
|ky〉|V〉 → |ky〉(|V〉 + kyδV |H〉)
= |ky〉[exp(+ikyδV)|+〉 + exp(−ikyδV )|−〉]/
√
2. (28)
With the similar calculation in Eqs. (25)-(27), we get the 〈yV〉
as
AVmodw δV =
zrs(rp + rs) sin(2∆) cot θi
(rp + rs)2 cos2 ∆ cot2 θi + 2k0r2s zr sin2 ∆
. (29)
Here, AHmodw and AVmodw are the modified amplified factors of
states |H〉 and |V〉, respectively. Equations (27) and (29) im-
ply that the theoretical output value is no longer proportional
to the weak value, which is different from the conventional
theory. But it is worth remarking that the results of the mod-
ified theory can reduce to the conventional results as if the
condition of weak coupling is satisfied.
For the preselected state |V〉, when the postselected angle ∆
is not too small, the term (rp+rs)2 cos2 ∆ cot2 θi in Eq. (29) can
be ignorable, and Eq. (29) returns to Eq. (19). But for the case
of |H〉, except for the postselected angle limit, the neglect of
the term 2k0zr(rp + rs)2 cos2 ∆ cot2 θi in Eq. (27) requires that
the incident angle is far from the Brewster angle. As a result,
Eq. (27) can be reduced to Eq. (16) (under such condition, the
χ can be ignorable). Similarly, such analysis also holds for
simplifying the amplified factors of the two different theories.
Additionally, we point out that the modified weak measure-
ments are also needed for detecting the photonic SHE with an
arbitrary linearly polarized state.
If the condition of weak coupling is satisfied, a weak mea-
surement of the photonic SHE performs as Fig. 1(a). The dis-
tribution of the wavefunction is always the Gaussian shape
during the procedure of weak measurement. Now we con-
sider the preselected state is |H〉 with incident angle near the
Brewster angle. The separation between two spin components
becomes large, which causes the distortion of the wavefunc-
tion [ Fig. 1(b)]. On the other hand, in Fig. 1(c), when the
preselected and postselected states are nearly or exactly or-
thogonal, the distortion also occurs after postselection. The
distortion of the prove wavefunction accompanies the viola-
tion of the limited condition because in the conventional the-
ory where the weak value is calculated under the assumption
that wavefunction remains Gaussian. Hence, if the distortion
occurs, the quantum system is in the regime where at least one
of the two conditions above is violated, and the conventional
theory is invalid. To verify it, we measure the intensity of the
beam in our weak measurement for some special cases. Our
experimental results are also compared with the conventional
theory during the discussion. The modified theory is valid not
only in weak-coupling regime but also in the strong-coupling
regime, and especially in the intermediate regime.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To perform the weak measurements of the photonic SHE,
the coordinate frame and the experimental setup are similar
to that in Ref. [47]. A incident Gauss beam is generated by
a He-Ne laser. The two nearly crossed polarizers are used to
select the initial state |ψi〉 and final state |ψ f 〉. In the exper-
iment, we chose the preselected state as |H〉 or |V〉, and the
corresponding postselected state is |V + ∆〉 or |H + ∆〉. The
two lenses are used to focus and collimate the beam. When
the light beam impinges on air-glass interface, the tiny spin-
dependent splitting takes place. After the light passes through
the second lens, the amplified shift is detected by a charge-
coupled device (CCD).
We first consider the condition of weak coupling. With a
fixed preselected angle, the coupling strength varies with inci-
dent angles. And then, with the invariable coupling strength,
we analyze the other case where the preselected and postse-
lected states are nearly orthogonal. That is, the incident angle
is fixed and the outcome is shown as a function of postse-
lected angles. We now experimentally measure the amplified
shift, amplified factor, and original displacement of the left-
circularly polarized component. We measure the amplified
shifts in the case of incident angles varying from 30◦ to 80◦, as
shown in Fig. 2. In each case, the experimental results are also
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Amplified shifts vary with incidence angles.
(a) and (b) show the amplified shifts for preselected state |H〉 with
the fixed postselected angles ∆=2◦ and 1◦, respectively. (c) and (d)
are the cases of |V〉 with ∆ = 1◦ and 0.5◦, respectively. The solid
lines are the modified values by Eqs. (27) and (29). In contrast,
the long-dashed lines are the predictions of conventional theory by
Eqs. (16) and (19), which have no upper bound for preselected state
|H〉 near the Brewster angle. And the short-dashed lines are the result
of second-order theory from Eq. (22). Insets in (a) and (b) show
the difference of the three theories in strong-coupling regime. The
experimental data represented by hollow points are also given. The
arrows in the Fig. 2(a) indicate the two cases in which we measure
output intensity of the light beams in Fig. 4.
given and agree well with the theoretical curves of modified
values. For comparison, the conventional and second-order
theories are shown as dashed lines. For the preselected state
|H〉 [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], the conventional values are close
to the modified values under the condition that the incident
angles are far from the Brewster angle. But for the incident
angles near the Brewster angle, due to the enhancement of
spin-orbit interaction, the splitting of two spin components is
nearly the same scale as the width of the Gaussian beam. It
means that the weak-coupling condition is violated and the
Gaussian profile of wavefunction is distorted. Remarkably, in
the strong-coupling regime, the second-order theory also ex-
hibits large distinction with the modified theory.
It is interesting note that for different postselected angles,
the divergence between the conventional and modified theo-
ries is also different. It indicates that the condition of posts-
elected angle is also important in the weak measurements as
well as the weak-coupling condition. In the case of prese-
lected state |V〉 with the certain angle ∆, the amplifying shift
varies with incident angles as shown in Fig. 2(c), both the
modified values and the conventional values agree well with
the experimental results. Because there is not special angle
like the Brewster angle for preselected state |V〉, the interac-
tion between the observable and the probe state is so weak that
the weak-coupling condition is always satisfied. Therefore,
as long as the angles ∆ are not too small, the conventional
theory can be approximatively equivalent to the modified the-
ory. Otherwise, the two theories diverge and there is almost
θ
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θ
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Amplified factors vary with incidence angles.
(a) and (b) show the cases of preselected state |H〉. (c) and (d) are
the preselected state |V〉. For all panels, the long- and short-dashed
curves are the conventional and second-order theory from Eqs. (17)
and Eqs. (22), respectively. The solid curves are modified values
from Eqs. (27) and (29). The experimental data are represented by
hollow points.
no overlap between the modified and conventional curves as
shown in Fig. 2(d).
To discuss the problem in detail, the corresponding ampli-
fied factors shown in Fig. 3 are also given. Generally, accord-
ing to Eq. (17), the amplified factor of the weak measurements
is a constant if the postselected angle ∆ is decided (the straight
dashed lines). It is valid if two limited conditions are all satis-
fied. But the modified amplified factors AHmodw and AVmodw from
Eqs. (27) and (29) are not constants which are shown as solid
curves, which are identical to the curves of second-order the-
ory. For state |H〉, the amplified factor of the modified theory
is consistent with that in conventional theory when the inci-
dent angles are far away from the Brewster angle, but it be-
comes small near the Brewster angle. As a result, the largest
divergence between modified and conventional values occurs.
Comparing Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 3(b), we find that the postse-
lected angle has also important impact on the deviation of the
two theories. As predicted, the modified cures coincide well
with our experimental data in the strong-coupling regime. For
the preselected state |V〉, we only concern on the limit of post-
selected angle. In Fig. 3(c), the conventional amplified factor
approach to the modified one when the angle ∆ is chosen as
1◦. But at first glance, one may regard that there exists dis-
crepancy between the theory and measured data. As a matter
of fact, such deviation is appropriate because in this panel the
spacing of y-axis is suitably small in order to present the diver-
gence of the two theories. Figure 3(d) shows the distinction
between the two theories with the ∆ = 0.5◦ which is small
enough, while our experimental results guarantee the validity
of the modified theory.
If the profile of Gaussian wavefunction is distorted, the the-
ory of weak measurements should be modified. There are two
possible cases leading to the distortion in the process of mea-
surements: one is due to the strong coupling, the other to the
6FIG. 4: (Color online) Distortion of wavefunction due to the strong
coupling. The initial state is preselected as |H〉, the incident angles
as θi = 40◦, and θi = 55◦, respectively. In addition, the postselected
angles are both chosen as ∆ = 2◦. (a) and (c) are the theoretical
prediction. (b) and (d) are the experimental results. The insets indi-
cate the intensity profiles along the y-axis. Note that, in the regime
of strong coupling θi = 55◦, the Gaussian profile of wavefunction
distorts and exhibits asymmetric double-peak. But the wavefunction
still remains Gaussian form with θi = 40◦.
preselected and postselected states are nearly orthogonal. We
first consider the former case. The initial state is preselected
as |H〉 as shown in Fig. 4, which explains the connection be-
tween distortion of the beam and the weak-interaction condi-
tion. To avoid the limited condition of postselected angle, we
set it to be ∆ = 2◦. We consider two special examples labeled
by arrows in Fig. 2(a). The measured intensity is read out
from CCD (right column of Fig. 4). For comparison, the cor-
responding predictions are also given (left column of Fig. 4).
The case with incident angle θi = 40◦ suggests that the con-
ventional theory is equivalent to the modified one if the output
beam remains the Gaussian profile. Conversely, at the incident
angle 55◦ the wavefunction distorts due to the strong coupling
and the conventional theory of weak measurements is invalid.
All discussion above is about the weak-interaction condi-
tion in the modified weak measurements. In the rest of the
paper, we consider another limited condition of small posts-
elected angle, that is to say the preselected and postselected
states are nearly orthogonal. We find that the weak mea-
surements of conventional theory are also not valid when the
postselected angle ∆ is too small. To prove that, we detect
the photonic SHE with the fixed incident angles but various
postselected angles. In the same sequence, we first measure
the amplified shifts with the angle ∆ varying from 0◦ to 2.5◦,
which are shown in Fig. 5. Under such condition, large diver-
gence takes place between modified and conventional theories
when the angle ∆ is close to 0◦. But the amplified values in
conventional theory essentially have no difference to that in
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FIG. 5: (Color online) With the fixed incident angles θi = 30◦, 45◦,
and 70◦, amplified pointer shifts are shown as functions of postse-
lected angle ∆ for preselected states |H〉 (left column) and |V〉 (right
column). Here, the modified theoretical values are represented by
solid lines from Eqs. (27) and (29), and the values in conventional
theory are dashed lines from Eqs. (16) and (19). The sharp value
of the dashed lines is not shown in each panel due to its infiniteness.
The experimental data are obtained as hollow points. The arrows in
the Fig. 5(f) are two special cases in which we measure their output
intensity shown in Fig. 7.
modified theory with appropriate postselected angles. In the
conventional theory of the weak measurements, according to
the Eqs. (16) and (19), the amplified value can be arbitrar-
ily large if the preselected and postselected states are nearly
crossed, and such value is shown as the dashed lines in the
figures.
Whereas in our modified theory (the solid lines), with the
angle ∆ continuously decreasing to 0◦, the amplified shift
first increases and reaches the maximum value, then decreases
rapidly even to 0◦. We do the experiment with the incident an-
gles θi = 30◦, 45◦, and 70◦ both for states |H〉 and |V〉, and our
experimental data reveal the trend like the modified theory.
Note that in Fig. 5(c), the modified and conventional curves
begin to separate when the ∆ is near 2.5◦, but in other cases,
such separation takes place until the ∆ becomes smaller. The
point is that in this case the weak-interaction is a little strong
at the incident angle θi = 45◦. To clarify it, we see that the
example in Fig. 5(d), with the same incident angle but dif-
ferent preselected state |V〉, dose not exist such problem. We
point out that when the postselected angles are negative, the
values of amplified shift are the same magnitude but oppo-
site sign, besides, the amplified shift of second-order theory is
completely identical to the modified one, which both are not
shown here.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Amplified factors with various postselected
angle. (a), (c), and (e) show the cases of |H〉. (b), (d), and (f) are
|V〉. In term of Eqs. (17), (27), and (29), the predictions of the
modified and conventional theory are represented by solid lines and
dashed lines, respectively. The conventional amplified factor can be
arbitrarily large with the angle ∆ decreasing to 0◦. The hollow points
are experimental data.
FIG. 7: (Color online) Distortion of probe wavefunction due to the
fact that the preselected and postselected states are nearly orthogo-
nal. We chose the preselected state as |V〉 with a fixed incident angle
at θi = 70◦. (a) and (c) are the theoretical results. (b) and (d) are the
experimental results. The insets: the profiles of wavefunction at the
plane of x = 0. It implies that the output wavefunction no longer re-
mains a Gaussian profile when the preselected and postselected states
are nearly orthogonal.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Original transverse shifts of the spin compo-
nent |+〉 for preselected states: (a) |H〉 and (b) |V〉. The theoretical
values are represented by black solid lines from Eqs. (18) and (24).
For each preselected state, the experiment data with two different
postselected angles ∆ are shown as hollow points. Inset in (a) shows
the theoretical and experimental results in strong-coupling regime.
In addition, the corresponding amplified factors are also ob-
tained in Fig. 6. We get the conventional amplified factors
represented by dashed lines in terms of the relation AHconw =
AVconw = F |Aw|. It is shown that the amplified factor has no up-
per bound when the ∆ approaches to 0◦. In fact, both for two
preselected states |H〉 and |V〉, the behavior of the amplified
factors AHmodw and AVmodw shown as the solid lines is similar to
that of amplified shifts. In each panel, the modified theory is
compared with the conventional theory, and once again, the
difference between conventional and modified values would
be significant if the preselected angle ∆ is small. The devia-
tion of the amplified factors between the two theories is also
determined by incident angle, especially for |H〉. The exper-
imental results agree well with the modified values. There
exists a peak value with an optimal postselected angle, and
the amplification effect disappears when the preselected and
postselected states are completely orthogonal. That is to say,
by adjusting the postselected angle ∆, one can obtain the max-
imum amplified factor and improve the precision for measur-
ing the photonic SHE [51, 52]. Note that the signal amplifi-
cation from weak measurements has been extensively studied
recently, such as optimal probe wavefunction of weak-value
amplification [53], technical advantages for weak-value am-
8plification [54], and maximizing the output by weak values
and weak coupling [55]. Note that there are still some open
questions about whether the weak value ampliation can sup-
press technical noise [56, 57].
We have discussed the connection between the condition
of weak-interaction and the output intensity of the light in
Fig. 4. Here, we analyze the distortion associated with the
postselected angle. In the case of Fig. 5(f), we measured its
intensity with a decreasing angle ∆, and found that the inten-
sity changes gradually from a single Gaussian into asymmet-
rical double-peak intensity. Then the double-peak intensity
becomes symmetric when postselected angle is equal to 0◦. In
particular, in Fig. 7, we present the intensity with two post-
selected angles which are labeled by the arrows in Fig. 5(f).
Both for the predicted and measured intensity, they remain the
Gaussian form with the ∆ = 1◦, but distort with the ∆ = 0.08◦.
We draw a conclusion that with different postselected angles,
the experimental data do not fit to the conventional theory
when the profile of wavefunction distorts. Therefore, one may
judge weather the modified theory is equivalent to the conven-
tional one by observing the output intensity of the light.
The tiny original shifts of the component of |+〉 obtained
by the modified theory for preselected states |H〉 and |V〉 are
presented in Fig. 8. For each preselected states, we detect it
with two different postselected angles. We find that the orig-
inal shift of |H〉 is indeed very large near the Brewster angle:
nearly the same scale as the width of probe state |δH | ≈ w, As
the result, the profile is strongly distorted and the weak mea-
surements approximations fail. For the preselected state |V〉,
the original shifts for various incident angles are always much
less than the width of pointer state |δV | ≪ w. Both experimen-
tal results agree well with the theoretical predictions.
It should be noted in the strong-coupling case the spin-
dependent splitting is very sensitive to the variation of phys-
ical parameters and therefore has important applications in
precision metrology, such as measuring thickness of metal
film [58], identifying graphene layers [59], determining the
strength of axion coupling in topological insulators [60], and
detecting of magneto-optical constant of magneto-optical me-
dia [61]. However, in this regime both conventional weak
measurements theory and its second-order corrections cannot
obtain the exact meter shifts as the analysis above. Hence the
modified weak measurement is important in precision metrol-
ogy.
Finally, it should be mentioned that photonic SHE mani-
fests as spin-dependent splitting of light, which corresponds
to two types of geometric phases: the Rytov-Vladimirskii-
Berry phase associated with the evolution of the propaga-
tion direction of light and the Pancharatnam-Berry phase
related to the manipulation with the polarization state of
light [62]. In general, the spin-dependent splitting due to
the Rytov-Vladimirskii-Berry phase is limited by a fraction
of the wavelength, and can only be detected by weak mea-
surements [22]. However, the spin-dependent splitting due to
the Pancharatnam-Berry phase can be large enough for direct
detection (strong measurements) without using the weak mea-
surement technology [63–68]. In addition, the rapidly varying
phase discontinuities along a metasurface, breaking the axial
symmetry of the system, enable the direct observation of the
spin-dependent splitting [69]. In the intermediate regime, the
modified theory is important where neither weak nor strong
measurements can detect the spin-dependent splitting.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have developed a modified weak mea-
surements for the detection of the photonic SHE. Compared
with the conventional weak measurements, the amplified shift,
amplified factor, and original displacement for different pre-
selected and postselected states have been examined. The
conventional theory for preselected state |H〉 is invalid in the
strong-coupling regime or when the preselected and postse-
lected states are nearly orthogonal. But for preselected state
|V〉 it is only limited by the latter since the condition of weak
coupling is always satisfied. We have shown that the weak
measurements for detecting photonic SHE need to be modi-
fied when one of the condition is violated. This is due to the
fact that probe wavefunction is distorted in the case of strong
coupling or preselected and postselected states are nearly or-
thogonal. Otherwise, the modified theory can reduce to the
conventional one beyond the two restrictions. We have found
that the measuring procedure with preselected and postse-
lected ensembles is still effective. This scheme is important
for us to detect the photonic SHE in the case where neither
weak nor strong measurements can detect the spin-dependent
splitting. Our modified theory is valid not only in weak-
coupling regime but also in the strong-coupling regime, and
especially in the intermediate regime. We believe that such
problem may also exist in the weak measurements of other
quantum systems and would have possible applications in pre-
cision measurements.
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